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OF...
COLOUR

COLOUR...
Welcome to a week of colour. We have a
cram-packed week of ideas and inspirations
for you.
This week is all about colour and how we
can use it to express ourselves, boost our
wellbeing and bring meaning to our lives.

Creative Recovery is a movement of people who share a core mission
to use creativity to bring about social change, grow community spirit
and boost well-being and recovery. We put people at the heart of it!
We have a team of artists with broard experience working across Arts
and Health. We are driven by need and fully involve people in all aspects
of what we do.
We use a person-centred approach to create safe spaces in which
people can flourish. We are innovative, dynamic and committed to
partnership working and collaboration.
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DAY 1:
GREEN.
Part 1
Forest Bathing
Shinrin-yoku (literally meaning forest
bath) was developed in the 1980s
in Japan. It’s simply about being
immersed in the natural environment
(without the distraction of phones/
devices) being ‘mindful’ and open,
connecting with all 5 senses. As well
as being hugely beneficial in reducing
anxiety and depression studies showed
that such activity could reduce blood
pressure, lower cortisol levels and
improve concentration and memory.
A chemical released by trees and
plants, called phytoncides, was found
to boost the immune system. As more
research highlighted the benefits of
shinrin-yoku, the Japanese government
incorporated it into the country’s
health programme. More recently
the Woodland Trust suggested forest
bathing should be among a range of
non-medical therapies and activities
recommended by GPs’ surgeries to
boost patients’ boost wellbeing.
For more information follow this link.
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/08/forest-bathing-japanesepractice-in-west-wellbeing
You may also wish to enhance your experience with some forest bathing Haiku. As
the article below suggests ‘haiku gives you an objective and outlet to pay attention
to small details’.
https://www.forestbathingcentral.com/forest-bathing-haiku/

Photo by Casey Horner on Unsplash
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Part 2
So, I decided to set myself the task of spending a full day enjoying the colour
green. That means that everything I ate and wore was green and that I spent much
of the day seeking out green sights and smells. I also tried out some forest bathing.
I recorded my experiences in the following images.

My day began with a ‘green mean juice’
made famous by Joe Cross in the film
‘Fat, Sick and Nearly Dead’
https://www.rebootwithjoe.com/meangreen-juice/
I also made this Green Goddess Pasta
which was lush!
https://thefeedfeed.com/
rainbowplantlife/green-goddess-pasta
I can highly recommend setting yourself
the challenge of a colour themed day.
I got off lightly! Some colours may be
more difficult that others. My green day
left me feeling healthy and serene.
What colour would you try?
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DAY 2:
DOORS
AND
WALLS.
Have you spent lockdown colouring in
your home environment? Over the past
3 months social media has been abuzz
with pictures posted by proud owners
of newly painted sheds and a million
rainbow windows.
Artists like our own Phil have created
their own outdoor galleries, colouring
in the streets.
Sparked by a curiosity of London’s
quaint entryways, photographer Bella
Foxwell documents the many different
doors she comes across. Her Instagram
portfolio, The Doors of London,
captures the charming diversity of
the city’s townhouses, showcasing a
rainbow of front door colours from
across the various neighbourhoods.
https://mymodernmet.com/londonfront-door-colors-bella-foxwell/
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DAY 3:
COLOUR
AND MUSIC.
Part 1
Jack Coulter’s art will grab you by the throat and demand your attention.
It’s vivid, visceral and often inexplicably unsettling.
Coulter, 21, has a form of synesthesia, a rare neurological phenomenon that causes
him to ‘hear’ colour, resulting in a sensory overload that he finds both draining and
beautifully enriching. He has over 50,000 followers on Instagram and recently drew
the attention of Mercury nominee SOAK, who requested to use his paintings for her
album sleeve.
Here, he discusses how living with the condition affects his work, where his
inspirations come from and how art can offer a way out from even the darkest
times of despair.
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/features/jackcoulter-meet-young-artist-synesthesia-who-hears-colour-and-saves-lives-hispaintings-a6856261.html

Part 2
Here’s a tune or two from Ryan.
What songs would you have on your
‘colour’ playlist?
https://youtu.be/OyWwlrNL-2w
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DAY 4:
PURPLE.
We’ve chosen the colour purple as a focus
today because it has a fascinating story,
a contradiction in fact, having at different
times represented individual power and
wealth, as well as equality.
Purple as a colour was originally made
from a marine snail harvested by the
Phoenicians as early as 1570 BCE. The
difficulty of manufacturing the dye and
the range of hues it could produce made
clothing using Tyrian dye highly desirable
and outrageously expensive. It became
popular with the most wealthy across the
Mediterranean, and other parts of the Silk
Road. It was adopted as a symbol of status
in places like Rome where it was used to
display power, prestige, and wealth. It is
thought that the opulence of the colour
purple means that it grows in popularity
during times of austerity when it makes a
resurgence in fashion.
Read more here...
https://history1800ksweeney.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/tyrian-purple/
In contrast the colour purple is also the colour of equality. For suffragettes fighting
for the right to vote, purple represented “the royal blood that flows in the veins
of every suffragette,”. Today it is the colour of International Women’s Day and
the colour adopted by the Economy that is now making the case for placing the
economics of care at the heart of sustainable development (Purple Economy).
https://www.internationalwomensday.com/Activity/11302/Purple-is-a-great-colorand-back-in-2018-saw-it-reign-most-popular
Photo by Krystal Ng on Unsplash.
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DAY 5:
BLACK AND WHITE.
Part 1
It’s Flashback Friday so here’s a mischievous Pierrots film, made as a teaser for
Creative Recovery’s entry in the 2014 Lord Mayor’s Parade.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vww_G8Ky98w

Part 2
It was nearly 2 years ago that Recovery
Through Art worked with the incredibly
talented Luke Thompson to learn
portrait skills.
We surprised ourselves with the results
and what a great immersive way to
spend a few sessions. You could hear a
pin drop!
Ian McKellen was drawn on black paper
using white pastel and a rubber, building
up the light areas in layers and using the
rubber to bring back darker notes.
Working on the mid-tone paper (Nick
Cave) we use both charcoal and white
pastel, blocking in tonal shapes and
eventually layering up detail.
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DAY 6:
LOCKDOWN LOOKS.
Just for fun here’s a couple of colourful photo-shoots courtesy of creative folk with
time on their hands and a love of ALL the colours.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-52369489
https://www.facebook.com/rowena.meadows.3/posts/10159553568318154
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DAY 7:
THE
ARTIST
PALETTE
Part 1
Artist’s are so often drawn to a
particular colours and become
like magpies collecting interesting
colour combinations to use in their
work. Be on the lookout. You may
notice unexpected colours held
within shadows, water, reflections
even skin tones.
Here’s Artist Charlotte sharing some
techniques to create a colourful
mixed media piece inspired by the
greens and pinks at the bottom of her
garden. What colours would you have
on your palette?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F05zfm5Nn9g&feature=youtu.be

Part 2
Every Artist favours certain colours and quite often a colour pallet emerges quite
naturally, sometimes that is influenced by mood, environment, light. This article
illuminates us a little more about colour use in some of our most loved paintings.
http://sierrakellermeyer.com/blog/10-color-palettes-based-onfamous-paintings?fbclid=IwAR2_pAw-cZFYIJKBl0ZKm4p_ZE_
gOpZZEiz4aIfyBsA7m40m4yYEMVuR7BI
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